
 

 

Article 1 General - Scope 

1. These purchase conditions apply to all our orders as part of purchase and factory supply 

agreements, including for existing and future business relationships. They apply 

exclusively; any conditions of the supplier contrary to or differing from our purchase 

conditions are not accepted by us unless we have approved their validity explicitly in 

writing. Our purchase conditions apply also if we accept the delivery of the supplier 

without reservation and in the knowledge of supplier conditions contrary to or differing 

from our purchase conditions. If the supplier disagrees with the above practice he must 

explicitly state so immediately in a separate letter. In this case we reserve the right to 

withdraw from the order without giving rise to claims of any kind against us. 

2. All agreements about implementation entered into between us and the supplier must be 

made in writing in this contract. Payments or the acceptance of deliveries and 

performances by the ordering party do not constitute approval. 

Article 2 Order process 

1. Orders are legally binding on us if they have been issued properly on our order forms. 

Every order must be confirmed in writing by the supplier within 3 days of receiving the 

order stating our order data and the delivery time. If after expiry of this period no 

confirmation has been received we assume that the execution of our order will be carried 

out as specified. 

2. The supplier must ensure that our order data are stated on all his subsequent documents 

relating to the order (delivery note, invoice). 

Article 3 Delivery, packaging, transfer of risk 

1. The delivery time begins with the date of order. Dates for agreed partial deliveries are also 

considered as contractual deadlines. In case of late delivery we are entitled to the 

statutory rights. 

2. The delivery date specified in the order is binding. Relevant for the timeliness of delivery 

and performance is the receipt at the location specified by the ordering party. With 

predictable delay of a delivery or performance the supplier is obliged to inform the 

ordering party immediately stating the reasons for the delay and the expected duration of 

the delay. In case of delayed deliveries the supplier does not have the excuse of 

unpredictable, unavoidable or extraordinary situations. 

3. In case of late delivery the ordering party may claim, without prejudice to other rights, a 

contract penalty from the supplier amounting to 0.5% of the delivery value per day, 

limited to 10% of the total delivery value. 

4. For the scope of the delivery our written order is authoritative. Without explicit 

agreement we are not obliged to accept partial deliveries. 

5. The ordering party has the right to return advance deliveries at the expense of the 

supplier. Where not returned, the delivery will be stored until the delivery date at the 

receiving location at the expense and risk of the supplier. 

6. Unless agreed differently in writing the costs of shipping and packaging, transport 

insurance, fees, taxes and other transport-related costs are born by the supplier. Where 

we accept freight costs in individual cases we reserve the right to nominate the haulage 

company. In any case the shipment has to be via the cheapest route. 

7. Unless agreed differently in writing delivery is made free to the receiving location 

specified by the ordering party and at the risk of the supplier. Contract fulfilment is not yet 

given by mere delivery but only after acceptance of the delivered goods by our specialised 

personnel. 

8. Every delivery must be accompanied by a delivery note and packing list detailing the 

content and the receiving location. If this is omitted by the supplier it will result in 

processing delays for which we take no responsibility. 

9. Damage due to improper packaging or for transport-related reasons are at the expense of 

the supplier where they are not reimbursed by carrier. The supplier bears the costs and 

risk for the return of faulty delivery items. 

10. The type of packaging must be agreed with us. The goods must be labelled clearly. 

11. We only accept excess or short deliveries to a volume of max. +/- 10% of the total order 

volume. 

Article 4 Warranty 

1. The supplier warrants that his goods are free from defects, have the promised 

characteristics and have been produced in accordance with accepted technical principles. 

The goods must conform to the valid DIN standards, have any required official approvals 

and be monitored for quality where quality certificates are issued. The supplier guarantees 

that the delivery and performance is free from legal defects, especially third party rights. 

Statements by the supplier or manufacturer in brochures or written documentation are 

considered as assured characteristics. 

2. We are obliged to check the goods within a reasonable period of time for any quality or 

quantity deviations; a complaint is lodged in time if it has been established in accordance 

with proper business procedure and received at the supplier's within 7 working days. 

3. We can avail ourselves of the unlimited statutory rights for defects. We explicitly reserve 

the right to compensation in accordance with the statutory provisions. 

4. All goods are subject to a warranty period of 2 years unless agreed otherwise or the law 

provides for longer periods. The limitation period starts with the transfer of risk (article 3, 

item 7) and does not end prior to 6 months after submitting a formal complaint. Article 

479 paragraph 1 and 2 BGB are unaffected. 

5. All goods are subject to a warranty period of 2 years unless agreed otherwise or the law 

provides for longer periods. The limitation period starts with the transfer of risk (article 3, 

item 7) and does not end prior to 6 months after submitting a formal complaint. Article 

479 paragraph 1 and 2 BGB are unaffected. 

 

 

 

Article 5 Product liability, third party liability insurance 

1. The supplier is obliged to indemnify the ordering party against all claims arising from the 

product or producer liability caused by the delivery item, especially if the delivery item 

does not meet the agreed or contractually specified requirements. 

2. The supplier is obliged to hold insurance of an adequate level against all risks arising from 

product liability and to present the insurance policy for inspection upon our request. 

Article 6 Industrial property rights 

1. The supplier vouchsafes that no third party rights within Europe will be infringed in 

connection with his delivery. 

2. In case of a third party claim against us the supplier is obliged to indemnify us against such 

claims upon our first written request. 

Article 7 The contractor is hereby required 

1. To pay the minimum wage in accordance with § 20 of the Minimum Wage Act (MiLoG) to 

those of his employees working within the area of the Federal Republic of Germany, on 

time, in the sense of § 2 of MiLoG. 

2. To record, as defined under § 17 of MiLo, the beginning, end and duration of the daily 

working hours of his employees no later than seven calendar days following the day on 

which said work was performed and to retain these records for at least two years from the 

date to which the records refer. 

3. To submit a registration written in German to the competent customs authorities, as 

defined under § 16 MiLoG, as an employer with company seat outside of Germany, before 

commencing any workrelated performance; valid legal directives regarding mandatory 

reporting in accordance with § 16 MiLoG may apply. 

Article 8 Retention of ownership, confidentiality 

1. We refuse any retention of ownership by the supplier. 

2. The assignment of any claim against the ordering party is only permitted with her written 

approval. 

3. The supplier obliges to keep any images, drawings, samples, calculations and other 

documents received by the ordering party strictly confidential and only use them for 

contractual purposes. The duplication or disclosure of this information to third parties 

without explicit written approval by the ordering party is strictly prohibited. The obligation 

of confidentiality persists even after completion of the contract. 

Article 9 Invoicing, payment terms 

1. The agreed prices are unchangeable fixed prices which settle all performances related to 

the contractual fulfilment. Partial deliveries which were not agreed may only be invoiced 

after the complete order has been delivered. Part payments must be shown separately in 

the final invoice. Provided no other agreements have been entered into, payment is made 

after completed delivery and submission of an auditable invoice within 30 days with 3% 

discount, within 45 days with 2% discount and after 90 days purely net. Where early 

deliveries are accepted the due date depends on the agreed delivery date. If the invoice 

arrives before the goods, the relevant date is that of the receipt of the goods. We reserve 

the right to negotiate additional particularities of payment modalities on a case by case 

basis. Offsetting legally enforceable counterclaims or those accepted by us is permitted. 

Article 10 Applicable law 

1. For all legal relationships with the supplier the law of the Federal Republic of Germany 

applies exclusively with the exclusion of the international private law, the unified 

international private law or the UN Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of 

Goods (CISG) dated 11 April 1980. 

Article 11 Final provisions 

1. Amendments or additions to this contract must be made in writing to be effective, 

including the waiving of this clause. 

2. The place of fulfilment is the place of consignment specified in the order. 

3. If any parts of these general purchase conditions are invalid, this does not affect the 

validity of the remaining provisions. 

4. If supplier payments are suspended or insolvency proceedings are initiated relating to the 

assets of the supplier, we have the right to withdraw from the contract. 

5. The contractual language is German. Where the contract partner uses another additional 

language, the German wording takes priority. 

6. Place of jurisdiction is our place of business if the supplier is a full merchant. However, we 

reserve the right to initiate proceedings against the supplier before any other permitted 

place of jurisdiction. 

7. Where the purchase conditions do not contain any provisions, the statutory provisions 

apply. 
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